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Abstract In this paper we present a CPU scav-
enging architecture suitable for desktop resources,
and we study its appropriateness in exploiting the
PC Laboratory resources of the Greek School
Network and their integration to the existing
HellasGrid national infrastructure. School labora-
tories form an extensive network equipped with
computational systems and fast Internet connec-
tions. As this infrastructure is utilized at most
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8 h per day and 5 days per week, it could be
made available during its remaining idle time for
computational purposes through the use of Grid
technology. The structure and organization of the
school laboratories and backbone network en-
ables the CPU scavenging service, as an indepen-
dent and additional service, which will not violate
the operational rules and policies of the school
network, while it will add additional resources
to the current HellasGrid infrastructure with low
adaptation cost.

Keywords CPU scavenging · Grid computing ·
School network

1 Introduction

Grid computing has emerged as an important
new field, distinguished from conventional distrib-
uted computing by its focus on integrated large-
scale resource sharing, innovative applications,
and in some cases, high-performance orientation.
Grids introduce new ways to share computing and
storage resources across geographically separated
sites, by establishing global resource management
architecture [10].

Recent Grid-related technologies like Condor
and gLite, combined can do more than effectively
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manage dedicated computer clusters [11]. Condor
can scavenge and manage wasted CPU power
from otherwise idle desktop workstations across
an entire organization with minimal effort. For
example, Condor can be configured to run jobs
on desktop workstations only when the keyboard
and CPU are idle. If a distributed Grid job is
running on a workstation, when the user returns
and hits a key, Condor is even able to migrate
the job to a different workstation and resume
its execution from the point it was interrupted.
Many institutes have already proceeded in such a
deployment, defining and tuning a configuration
policy for multi-thousand node resources [39].

Extensive national Grid infrastructures have
been installed and developed in many countries
(for example, in the context of the Enabling Grids
for E-sciencE—EGEE—European project [1]),
including the HellasGrid infrastructure [2] devel-
oped in Greece. The main objective of such efforts
has been the development of Grid infrastructures
that include heterogeneous distributed computa-
tional and storage resources in order to provide
Grid services to the research and academic com-
munity. Such infrastructures are typically under
the control of a National Research and Educa-
tional Network (NREN), Greek Research and
Technology Network (GRNET) [3] in the case
of Greece. Similarly to other European NRENs,
GRNET offers high speed Internet connections
and advanced next generation network services
to Greek academic and research institutes. The
applications that have been or will be devel-
oped at HellasGrid, exploit the advanced network
infrastructure of the GRNET-3 network, which
is based on Dense Wavelength Division Multi-
plexing technology. The value of the HellasGrid
infrastructure will be accented from pilot and
innovative applications [6, 7], being developed
from other related efforts.

The research and academic community is
increasing its use of Grid technologies. Grid
computing presents various advantages: overall
improvement of the computational efficiency, cost
reduction, usage of underutilized resources, acti-
vation of research collaborations in the context
of virtual organizations, increase of the storage
capacity, capability to perform high performance

parallel computations, access to more resources,
and finally, drastic reduction of the time needed to
derive the desired results, which is in many cases
the main objective.

In this context, Greece, a country with moder-
ately developed infrastructures, must give added
value at the existent computational infrastruc-
tures, by considering CPU scavenging models, like
those of Hungary [18, 23, 24, 28, 29], XtremWeb
[31], SETI@home [15] or other commercial Desk-
top Grids solutions for enterprises [27, 32, 33]
which permit the usage of under-utilized personal
computers, (mainly in nightly hours) from com-
munities with increased needs and requirements.
CPU scavenging or cycle-scavenging is a special
case of distributed computing that harnesses un-
used PC resources worldwide, generally for re-
search purposes, at nights, weekends, and other
idle times. This technique is also known as shared
computing cycle stealing. More details on related
efforts for CPU scavenging solutions are given in
the Related Work section.

The Greek School Network (GSN) [4] is an
ideal case for this purpose. GSN is the educational
intranet of the Ministry of National Education
and Affairs [5] that interlinks all school labora-
tories and provides basic and advanced telematic
services to the educational community. GSN has
available continuously updated computational in-
frastructures, mostly comprised of personal com-
puters, with rather low utilization percentages.
Personal computers at the school laboratories are
used mainly during day time, normally with an
upper limit of 8 h per day, 5 days per week, so
the percentage of the underutilized computational
power is rather high.

In order to exploit the underutilized resources
of the school laboratories, we propose an archi-
tecture for their integration to the existing Hellas-
Grid infrastructure in the form of Desktop Grids
[17]. We address the issue not only at the technical
level, but also at the structural and administrative
level. Any proposed solution will have to take
into account the school network’s special char-
acteristics and should not violate its policies of
operation. Our objective is not to substitute the
computational resources dedicated to HellasGrid,
but to complement them by creating Desktop
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Grids, that will operate in addition to the main
infrastructure by adding significant computational
resources with minimal cost.

After evaluation of the possible alternative so-
lutions, the proposed CPU scavenging technol-
ogy is LiveWN [21], a fully functional desktop
Grid environment, compliant with LCG/EGEE
Grids [8, 9] which provides an easy and versatile
way to use underutilized computational resources
without the need of any special operation, sys-
tem installation or middleware configuration. The
LiveWN technology, which has been developed
originally by some of the authors for the needs of
a High Energy Physics team within the National
Technical University of Athens (NTUA), gives
the ability to setup a Worker Node (WN) and a
User Interface (UI) in a quick and simple way,
under diverse environments (Virtual Machines,
dialup lines, firewalls, etc) without the need of
installation or special configuration. As we will ar-
gue later on, this technology is suitable and meets
the special characteristics of school laboratories,
as well as the needs of the special fields for which
we own applications: High Energy Physics (low-
data volume simulations), Digital Media (Ren-
dering and complex image processing) as well as
Data Mining (very wide workflows, jobs’ data in
memory).

The rest of this work is organized as follows.
CPU scavenging initiatives and projects similar or
related to LiveWN are presented in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the HellasGrid infrastruc-
ture, while the Greek school laboratories and
network infrastructure is described in Section 4.
The proposed technical architecture for school
labs CPU scavenging is represented in Section 5.
Section 6 addresses structural and administrative
issues while an estimation of the added compu-
tational power is performed in Section 7. Finally,
Section 8 concludes the study.

2 Related Work

Many related CPU scavenging/Desktop Grid
projects exist. This section discusses various Desk-
top Grid solutions that are in use today. These

projects have either similarities or partially com-
mon functionality with our proposed approach,
but we believe our solution compares favorably
to most of these approaches in terms of total
capabilities or is complementary to them.

The E-Grid live cd for instance [12] works well
in many cases where fixed resources are provided
for the Grid, but does not provide for software
updates, distributed user filespace, or dynamic al-
location of Worker Nodes (WNs). It also requires
fully qualified hostname/domain names (FQDNs)
and static IP addresses preconfigured right in the
end-user’s environment, which is hard in practice
to achieve.

The most well-known Desktop Grid solution
is the SETI@home [15], in which approximately
4 million PCs have been involved. Condor [13]
and BOINC [14] are other well-tested and viable
solutions for desktop resource scavenging, but
they are technically not by themselves Grid solu-
tions, since they support only single administrative
domain functionality. This is a view with which
the author of the BOINC system and project
SETI@home [15], David Anderson, appears to
agree and doubts on calling them Grid systems,
although there is a great deal of technical merit
in considering them as complementary solutions
[16]. Grid indeed is not a panacea.

SZTAKI Desktop Grid, [23, 24, 28, 29] is a
BOINC project initiated in Hungary, run by the
Computer and Automation Research Institute
(SZTAKI) of the Hungarian Academy of Sci-
ences. It has an impressive proven scalability of
more than 30,000 nodes. Work units are assigned
by a Master process to Workers, through a Dis-
tributed Computing API. This model of execution
is sufficient for SETI@home style of applications,
but just like BOINC or Condor, it is not a fully
implemented Grid model, since it does not al-
low direct communication between work units.
Also, ClusterGrid [18] is another project from
researchers in Hungary, which aims at integrat-
ing x86 processor based PCs into a single, large,
countrywide interconnected set of clusters. The
PCs are provided by participating Hungarian insti-
tutes, such as high schools, universities, or public
libraries, and central infrastructure and coordina-
tion is provided by NIIF/HUNGARNET.
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Similarly to BOINC, XtremWeb [31] is a re-
search project, which aims to serve as a substrate
for global computing experiments. Basically, it
supports the centralized set-up of servers and PCs
as Worker Nodes. In addition, it can also be used
to build a peer-to-peer system with centralized
control, where any worker node can become a
client that submits jobs; a functionality existing
also at the LiveWN solution.

EDGeS [25] is another project with the aim
of creating an integrated Grid infrastructure that
seamlessly integrates a variety of Desktop Grids
with EGEE type of service Grids. In [30] the
authors focus on bridging from desktop Grids
towards service Grids, that is, making desktop
Grids able to utilize free service Grid resources,
and they present and compare three approaches
that solve interoperability between desktop and
service Grids. Also, the authors in [26] present
an interface between the Globus Toolkit and the
BOINC, in order to expand the reach of Grid
Computing. This solution is interesting but there
is no special provision for maintaining the end to
end IP capabilities, that is, nodes that are in pri-
vate address space are not reachable from outside.

There are also a number of companies provid-
ing Desktop Grid solutions for enterprises [27,
32, 33]. The most well-known examples are the
Entropia Inc, and the United Devices. Those sys-
tems support the desktops, clusters and database
servers available at an enterprise. Entropia can
completely seclude the execution of the desktop
Grid applications from other processes running
on the PC thus, ensuring that Grid applications
cannot access data on the client machines.

3 HellasGrid Infrastructure

The HellasGrid infrastructure (Fig. 1) consists of
six computer clusters with a total of more than
700 64-bit CPUs, and on-line storage (disks and
tapes) of more than 100 TBs, interconnected over
an end-to-end Gigabit backbone network. The
HellasGrid infrastructure is fully integrated with
the pan-European Grid infrastructure, EGEE,
currently offering more than 75,000 CPUs and
300 PetaBytes of storage. This infrastructure is
available free of charge for the research and

Fig. 1 HellasGrid
infrastructure
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academic community, for their day-to-day appli-
cation needs, big or small research projects, etc.

The HellasGrid infrastructure was developed
in two phases. Phase 1 involved the deployment
of HG-01-GRNET cluster node composed of 32
Dual CPU 1U servers, a 10TB Fiber Channel
(FCAL) Storage Area Network (SAN) and a
10 TB (expanded to 30 TB) Tape Library, located
at NCSR Demokritos, Athens. Phase 2 involved
the expansion of the Grid infrastructure with
larger clusters, in the following institutes:

• HG-02-IASA: At the institute of Accelerating
Systems and Applications (IASA) of the Uni-
versity of Athens: 64 Dual CPU cluster, 4 TB
SAN Storage.

• HG-03-AUTH: At the Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki (AUTH): 64 Dual CPU cluster,
4 TB SAN Storage.

• HG-04-CTI-CEID: At the Department of
Computer Engineering and Informatics
(CEID) of the University of Patras, in collabo-
ration with the Research Academic Computer
Technology Institute (RACTI) in Patras: 64
Dual CPU cluster, 4 TB SAN Storage.

• HG-05-FORTH: At the Institute of Computer
Science—Foundation for Research and
Technology Hellas (ICS-FORTH): 64 Dual
CPU Cluster, 4 TB SAN Storage.

• HG-06-EKT: At the National Documentation
Center (NDC-EKT): 134 Dual CPU cluster,
12 TB SAN Storage and 50 TB of tape library.

All the above nodes use GRNET as the core
network for their interconnection.

4 Greek School Network and School
Laboratories Infrastructure

GSN is hierarchically structured into three layers
(Fig. 2):

• Backbone Network: The Greek School Net-
work interconnects with GRNET at eight
main points (Athens, Thessaloniki, Patras,
Heraclion, Larisa, Ioannina, Xanthi and Sy-
ros), using it as its backbone network.

• Distribution Network: GSN has installed net-
work and computational equipment at the

Fig. 2 GSN’s infrastructure, Tier 1 & 2

capital of every prefecture, thus ensuring op-
timal access of the prefecture’s schools to the
network and its services. The distribution net-
work consists of 51 nodes, one at every prefec-
ture and is divided in two levels: (1) first level,
where the eight main nodes of the backbone
network are, and where the interconnection
with the GRNET network is done and (2)
second level, which is comprised by 42 nodes
installed at the remaining prefectures, which
are the secondary nodes of the distribution
network.

• Access network: It is used to directly and
efficiently interconnect the schools to the
prefecture’s node. The interconnection tech-
nologies used to interconnect each school are
selected on the basis of financial and
technical criteria from an array of available
options: Digital ISDN circuit (bandwidth:
64–128 kbps), Analog leased line (128 kbps–
2 Mbps), Public Switched Telephone Network
dialup circuit (56 kbps), Wireless link
(10 Mbps), VDSL circuit (10–15 Mbps) and
ADSL circuit (2000/256 kbps).

Note that both the HellasGrid nodes and the
school labs use GRNET as the core network for
their interconnection, a feature which is architec-
turally exploited in our scenario.
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Each school laboratory consists of several per-
sonal computers connected at a local network
in accordance to the client–server model. The
servers have Windows Server (NT/2000/2003) op-
erating system installed, while the personal com-
puters use Windows (2000/XP) operating system.
The PCs can be configured to operate at dual-
boot mode, where the second operating system
is Linux, in order to support additional services.
Linux also works in collaboration with Windows
Server for the users’ authentication and offers
services like file sharing, e-mail, etc. The Inter-
net connection of the school labs is performed
with various and complementary network access
technologies (analog leased lines, ISDN, dial-up,
wireless, ADSL, VDSL).

According to information from the Ministry
of Education, 13,863 schools, 2,631 administra-
tive units, 494 school, 71 public and 29 municipal
libraries, and 60 State General Archive are con-
nected to GSN. Table 1 shows the available com-
putational infrastructure of the GSN. This table
describes the computational infrastructure of the
public schools only (it does not contain private
schools) and only of those public schools for
which we have available information. According
to Table 1, the number of personal computers
that could be offered as computational resources
to HellasGrid currently exceeds 60,000, a rather
large number, in relation to local needs in Greece.

Table 2 describes the CPU version of the 62,807
PCs located at the various public schools con-
nected to the GSN. The available CPU types
are: AMD, Celeron, Pentium II (233 MHz to
450 MHz), Pentium III (450 MHz to 1.4 GHz),
Pentium IV (1.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz) and other.

The design of the GSN infrastructure depends
heavily on Network Address Translation (NAT)
technology in order to conserve the small IP ad-
dress space assigned to GSN. Specifically, every

Table 1 GSN’s computational infrastructure

Schools Laboratories PCs

Elementary school 6,107 5,088 20,453
Junior high school 1,896 1,712 19,413
High school 1,138 1,044 15,587
Professional high school 485 392 7,354
Total 9,626 8,236 62,807

Table 2 Schools laboratories personal computers by CPU
generation

Elementary Junior High Professional
school high school high school

school

AMD (all) 232 159 51 104
Celeron 1,457 1,551 1,073 970
Pentium II 1,543 2,054 2,671 1,154
Pentium III 3,958 2,858 8,050 1,648
Pentium IV 12,908 12,690 3,668 3,427
Other type 299 98 74 51
Total 20,397 19,410 15,587 7,354

school laboratory is assigned a 4 IP address sub-
net. One IP address is assigned to the router and
another one to the school laboratory’s server (by
using static NAT). School LANs use private ad-
dressing of the form 10.X.Y.Z/24 or 10.X.Y.Z/28,
where the numbers X and Y is a unique combina-
tion for every laboratory. The laboratory’s LAN
router always has the private IP address 10.X.Y.1
and the server the IP address 10.X.Y.10. The
workstations are assigned an IP address from the
DHCP service running at the laboratory’s server.
The workstations get Internet access via a proxy
server (for WEB, FTP, etc), or by using the router
as the gateway of the LAN and NAT technology.
The only thing that someone can know is the real
address that has been assigned to the server by
using static NAT. Any system outside the school
laboratory’s LAN cannot communicate directly
with a school PC. This was deliberate, but now
it is a problem for Grid technologies, whereby
some applications like Hadoop or MapReduce,
assume direct communication using IP addresses,
and therefore it has to be considered by the pro-
posed solution. For instance, an application that
uses the traditional ftp protocol might not work
within private address space and behind a firewall.
This has been shown to be a problem in other
deployments [39].

5 Proposed Architecture

Before describing the proposed CPU scavenging
solution we elaborate on the type of jobs that
would be suitable to be served by the school labs’
personal computers.
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GSN, in its current form, encourage the trans-
mission of large amounts of data to the school
labs, due to the existence of broadband Internet
connections at many schools. Also, the school
labs’ computational resources can be appropriate
for CPU intensive applications. This type of Grid
Services, allows for relatively low amounts of data
transfers but provides important computational
power, which can become readily available in a
big scale, since the number of personal computers
that remain inactive for long durations (nights,
weekends, holidays) is substantial.

Also, by the end of 2008, a significant improve-
ment in GSN has been performed: the percentage
of schools with broadband Internet connections
(ADSL 2000/256 kbps, leased lines 0.5–12 Mbps,
Wireless, Satellite) has been increase to 92% [19],
as a result of various actions that has taken place
for the broadband upgrade of the GSN network.
As the GSN’s broadband upgrade allows fast
transmission of larger amounts of data, the in-
frastructure of the school laboratories could also
be used for Data Grid [10] purposes as well.

The integration of school labs’ computational
resources will be even more efficient in the case of
distributed workflow applications, with resilience
requirements (the jobs must be segmented into
shorter jobs with smaller data sets). One way to
ensure resilience is by executing parts of a job on
multiple CPUs in parallel and in the case of an
unsuccessful execution, the respective job can be
executed at another available computational re-
source. This technique is better known in the Grid
Community as fault tolerance by job replication.
This strategy is justified by the following school
labs characteristics:

• The standard computational infrastructure of
school labs consists of workstations with lim-
ited computational power of a single processor
and is not comprised by supercomputers or
clusters.

• The personal computers of school laboratories
cannot be fully dedicated to Grid infrastruc-
ture, but are available instead at specific time
periods only. Furthermore, 100% availability
of the scheduled resources cannot be guaran-
teed (for example a personal computer may be
employed by a task left by a local user).

• The clustered homogeneity of the majority
of the equipment and the operating systems
running at the machines of the school labora-
tories, guarantee uniform duration length for
the execution of jobs at the various personal
computers.

The primary application that is tested to run on
the LiveWN infrastructure belongs to the cate-
gory of High Energy Physics simulations, namely
Garfield, Geant4 and some more components of
the ATLAS collaboration toolkit, which all re-
quire small input/output data. Although the de-
scribed effort is a test deployment, it can serve
the needs of other Virtual Organizations; in par-
ticular, the needs of very fast memory-based data
mining applications, planned to occur from the
South Eastern Europe and Digital Media Virtual
Organizations.

5.1 A CPU Scavenging Solution Based
on LiveWN

The LiveWN [21] solution is a mixture of three
technologies:

• Linux LiveCD technology: The LiveCD tech-
nology provides for ease of use and hardware
independence. Thus, a user does not have to
install or configure his system, while at the
same time he has a fully relocatable environ-
ment.

• LCG/EGEE middleware: The use of gLite
middleware provides full Grid interoperabil-
ity, since it is a standard middleware stack in
wide use by the LCG, EGEE and many other
compatible Grids and Grid projects.

• LiveWN Server: The LiveWN server incorpo-
rates all the extra services needed by a site in
order to properly deploy the LiveWN technol-
ogy in an easy manner.

The services provided by the LiveWN server are:

• OpenVPN server: A tunneling technique pro-
vides for a generic VPN solution under unpre-
dictable network environments (for instance,
behind firewalls) and solves the public IPv4
requirement, which is imposed by the mid-
dleware, by providing same IP address per
Worker Node identity.
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• OpenAFS server: The AFS is a highly avail-
able and scalable solution for filespace that
allows the users to store and retrieve files,
even when they work in a totally diskless en-
vironment; this proves handy under stateless
environments, such as CD/DVD-ROMS, Net-
Boot, etc.

• Rsync server: The rsync server instance pro-
vides the development team with the ability to
apply patches and updates during reconfigu-
ration, minimizing the need for frequent soft-
ware distributions on physical media or other
network- or labor-intensive methods.

• PlanetLab Node: This service is optional but
it improves, when placed at strategic core
locations, the availability of the LiveWN
Configuration Management system through
the properties of the Coral Content Distribu-
tion Network [20]. Ideally, it should be placed
near backbone network routers, for optimal
reliability.

Upon boot, LiveWN is by default configured
to ask an IP address by a DHCP server, and
then it configures some initial network access
parameters. Once network connectivity is estab-
lished, the user starts the LiveWN service. The
user is authenticated with a login/password in or-
der to be assigned with a unique Worker Node
identity, which is configured as part of a Com-
puting Element (CE); it is entirely possible to
auto-subscribe so-called anonymous resources, as
well; the latter has been considered non-adequate
in the case of GSN. Once correct credentials have
been supplied, an OpenVPN tunnel is created and
the system configures its hostname and domain
name to be the proper ones, and then turns to
a resource pool in accordance to an associ-
ated Computing Element. Indeed, since we have
preconfigured correct forward and reverse DNS,
ssh keys and other minor configuration bits, it ap-
pears as just another Worker Node, so it joins the
CE’s queues and starts accepting and executing
jobs.

The LiveWN solution is engineered to work
with most common deployment formats so that
it can be used in different scenarios. Different
supported usage cases include:

• DVD: The DVD version provides UI/WN
functionality and a large collection of user
tools for physics, mathematics, video and
graphics. The user can use OpenAFS as net-
work filespace for his work or any extra soft-
ware, placed under the /afs virtual directory
tree.

• CD: The CD version also provides UI/WN
functionality but the minimum system require-
ments are significantly reduced, as well as the
image footprint; and some of the software is
available only through OpenAFS.

• USB key: The USB version is based either
on the CD or DVD version depending on the
requirements and it can also provide for a
permanent local data area for the user.

• ISO file; suitable for both Virtual Machines
and netboot.

LiveWN is an adaptable technology, because
of the VPN technique used. It works behind fire-
walls; at systems within private address space net-
works; even under many unexpected platforms
and environments, which we keep discovering
every day. This characteristic of LiveWN solves
efficiently the problem of the usage of private
IP addresses at the workstation of every school’s
laboratory.

5.2 Testing the Proposed CPU Scavenging
Solution

The proposed solution has been tested with em-
phasis placed on three important criteria: hard-
ware compatibility, scalability and heterogeneity
tolerance. It successfully confirmed applicability
under all following tested scenarios:

• A bare x86 PC system booting with a LiveWN
optical disk, CD or DVD placed in its optical
drive.

• A 64bit Linux system running a Virtual Ma-
chine with qemu (VM/32bit), and then booting
either by CD, USB or local image within the
Virtual Machine.

• MacOSX v10.x with either VirtualBox,
VMWare or Parallels with both DVD and
local .iso images—on Intel platforms.

• Windows XP system, running VMWare’s vm-
player or qemu and inside it a local image,
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again with success and a recorded efficiency
greater than 90%; as that efficiency would be
measured for CPU-bound tasks.

Also, we proceeded with the pilot deployment
of a virtual cluster consisting of 52 clients (26
dual-core Worker Nodes) serving the ATLAS
Virtual Organization. All the machines have been
successfully connected to the installed LiveWN
server, named livece.gridlab.ntua.gr, and have
been successfully executing various jobs.

Furthermore, a LiveWN server of the scalabil-
ity test machines used (see Fig. 3) has been tested
and verified to be sustainable under heavy load as:

• it has been shown to accept 360 jobs per hour
(this is also a gLite Workload Management
System limitation)

• it has been observed to achieve a job success
rate larger than 99.5%

• it has served more than 50 clients (25 dual-
core Worker Nodes)

What makes these results very satisfactory is
the linear scalability in the gLite stack, so five
such LiveWN servers can accept 1,800 jobs/hour
and support 250 clients. Under heavy stress load,
the outcomes would be even more favorable for
jobs that carry small payloads of CPU-intensive
activity. Also, the LiveWN’s compatibility with
the Short Lived Credential Service [45], as WN &
UI has been verified.

Fig. 3 Equipment used for scalability tests of LiveWN,
located at NTUA, Athens, Greece

LiveWN has also been tested for network di-
versity and under different scenarios to the high-
est possible degree, and it has even achieved a
functional Grid site, which was spanning CPUs
across three continents. Since 2006, LiveWN has
passed all tests done, without counter-evidence of
any trouble. We expect the performance of the
LiveWN solution to be found up to par with what
the Virtual Machines themselves can offer, so it
should be a good choice for a wide range of cases.
It is worthy to note that LiveWN and Virtualiza-
tion are orthogonal technologies, so any progress
in the VM arena, is automatically also progress
that can be incorporated in this environment.

The future plan for the LiveWN project is to
develop and incorporate solutions that improve
and add functionality to Grid infrastructures in
order to provide a fully customizable and versatile
desktop Grid framework that can be adapted to
any usage scenario. The major areas of interest for
future work are [22]:

• Configuration Management System (livewnd)
• Authentication (OpenID, ShibGrid)
• Accounting (e.g., DGAS, WMS/RB-PA)
• Resource Characterization (LM-bench, Grid-

Bench, etc)
• Check pointing (e.g. based on Condor, or app-

specific)
• IPv6 support and Network Resource Load

Balancing

On top of these directions, which are LiveWN-
specific, extra work has to be done, so that re-
sources of significant size will be manageable with
minimal effort, either for the automated instal-
lation of clients under Windows OSs [34] or for
the uniform application of resource scheduling
policies across multi-cluster farms of machines.

5.3 Deploying LiveWN at a Large Scale

The deployment of the LiveWN technology at a
scale as large as the Greek School Network en-
vironment requires solutions to be given to prob-
lems unseen before. The major issues that have
to be considered were: (1) resource identification,
(2) end-to-end routing and (3) overall topology
optimization.
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Their treatment plan follows hereby:

• A new identification model has to be
introduced, if we are to maximize autonomic
aspects, possibly based on MAC addresses;
these are unique 48-bits keys that PCs’
network cards use in a LAN. Regarding this
approach, there are security issues to be
considered, along with the administrative
benefits it has. The reason we decided to take
this approach has to do with the fact that in
this way we can ramp-up quickly the resources
of GSN, without having to rely on complex
and scarce resources like Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) that only exist in a subset of
the computing resources. Even if we used
TPM and other hardware-based tokens for
resource identity specification, the Desktop
Grid nature would not allow us to consider
these presented identities as 100% accurate;
the technical explanation can be found in [40].
Despite these problems, there are published
and established techniques on how to cope
with these issues that appear on volunteer or
scavenging-based systems [41].

• The number of resources (>60,000) is vast
and if we do not intend to break a fully-
featured Grid’s end-to-end communication
model, we should try to employ a whole
IPv4/16 address space (formerly known as
a Class B subnet). This is a major technical
and administrative undertaking that is being
coordinated together with the European
Regional Internet Registry, RIPE NCC. We
note that this is a constraint imposed not only
by applications, but by the gLite middleware
stack itself, because it does not currently
support IPv6 address space. Experience
coming from the EUChinaGRID project [35]
suggests that this will need more time to be
accomplished, so if we are to fully support
Grid capabilities at the Worker Node edge we
should deploy public IPv4 address space.

• A new Grid deployment architecture has
to be followed that has to be aligned with
the existing network infrastructure of GSN,
taking into account the previous two issues,

in addition to the network topology, as can be
seen in Fig. 2. Next paragraph addresses that.

As we have already described, the Greek
School Network is comprised of three layers:

• Backbone Network; implied by the GR-
NET2/3 backbone network with eight nodes
at Athens, Thessaloniki, Patras, Heraclion,
Larisa, Ioannina, Xanthi and Syros.

• Distribution Network; these are 51 locations
at the respective prefecture capital cities, some
of them overlapping with the backbone net-
work’s primary nodes.

• Access Network; these are the actual client
machines, accounted for the purposes of this
design to be less than 63,000; withstanding
availability factors.

Let us assign the respective Tier1, Tier2, Tier3 ab-
breviations to Backbone, Distribution and Access
networks, respectively. According to the current
design of LCG [8], EGEE [9] and LiveWN [21]
capabilities, ideally, Tier1 nodes should include
PlanetLab node [38] plus Workload Management
System (WMS) [37] and Berkeley Database In-
formation Index (BDII) [36] services, Tier2 nodes
should include one or more PoPs (where a PoP
is comprised by a Computing Element and a
LiveWN server) and Tier3 nodes are the actual
Worker Nodes at various schools’ LANs, running
LiveWN clients.

There is also still an open question about where
Storage Elements (SEs) are going to be placed.
This is a delicate technical decision that may have
to be revised later on. The current proposal is to
place them at Tier1s, mainly for maintenance rea-
sons, although such a choice does have certain im-
plications regarding Desktop Grid dependability
issues. Still, it appears that placing SEs and MONs
at Tier1 nodes is a balanced choice, regarding the
particular kind of jobs that a Desktop Grid is
expected to run. We have experimented with this
setup and indeed all current evidence converges
that this choice is appropriate.

Another issue of concern is the amount of PoPs
a particular Tier2 node must have. We have as-
sumed a design limit of 256 WNs per PoP, which
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looks tractable; moreover, the numbers agree with
existing international experience regarding the
capabilities of the gLite middleware stack (256
Computing Elements of 256 Worker Nodes each,
is currently feasible). What is under investigation,
is how many physical nodes are necessary for pro-
viding the required services at the PoPs, but with
current hardware it is asserted that this number
is eight in the worst case/load, as proven by recent
scalability and service performance tests done. On
the other hand, a single physical server has been
proven to be adequate for running a whole Tier1,
which implies all the needed LiveWN services,
including the VPN, afs, rsync & CE.

It is worth noting that the proposed architec-
ture has certain features of particular interest, not
least of them being that LiveWN is very simple to
deploy and grow: To begin with, it is not necessary
to expand the network to its greatest scale from
the first step. We could easily follow a ramp-up
deployment and only place PoP nodes as neces-
sary. The expectation is that, if all eligible schools
join as planned, we would end-up with at least
1–2 PoPs per Tier2 and at least two PoPs per
Tier1 node. Note that having two PoPs will pro-
vide increased reliability, which is an important
property in a system where components are bound
to fail at a significant rate due to multiple reasons,
partly related to their huge population. Generic
Grid Dependability is a matter that is much more
complex than this design could cover, but for the
initial needs of a Desktop Grid service for the
Greek School Network the current preliminary
proposal is deemed sufficient.

Finally, regarding security issues in such a hy-
brid system, we believe that the issue that has to
be addressed in this case is that the scavenged
resources are not physically isolated from exter-
nal entities that could tamper in many ways the
intended function of the Greek School Network
LiveWN Desktop Grid system, and even more so,
its security aspects. This implies that only a certain
level of trust guarantees can be provided for these
resources that we do not own, and the application
developer or Grid user has to be aware of the
system’s limitations—as well as any other Desktop
Grid built on such resources. The proposed ap-

proach can make use of existing work in this area,
which solves the problem at the application level
[43]. At a later stage, it might become interesting
as well as to employ appropriate handles for the
establishment of trust relationships at the service
provision level [44]. Also, we observe that for the
use case of the Greek School Network (1) the en-
vironment is extremely homogeneous at the same
level, from a security point of view, (2) the cost–
benefit analysis of involving technologies like
Trusted Platform Module indicates that this would
not provide benefits and (3) the exact applications
that are intended to be executed at this point do
not require high level of trust and can be sim-
ply verified by applying a subsequent run of the
workflow.

6 Structural and Administrative Issues

It is obvious that for the successful integration
of underutilized CPU resources to existing Grid
infrastructures, the collaboration between all in-
volved parties is required, including:

• The resource providers: The resource pro-
vider can be any institute, university, school
or other type of organization that is willing
to offer underutilized computing resources. In
our case, the Greek School Network is the
resource provider.

• The National Grid Initiative (NGI) coordi-
nator: The NGI coordinator is the organi-
zation leading the development of the Grid
infrastructure at national level. For example,
in the EGEE projects at many countries (in-
cluding Greece) the NGI role was taken by the
corresponding NREN. In the case of Greece,
the coordinator of the HellasGrid initiative is
GRNET.

• A CPU scavenging technology provider; in
our case the LiveWN technology provider.

This involves administrators of the organiza-
tions offering underutilized computing resources,
administrators of the existing Grid sites, where
the underutilized computing resources will be in-
tegrated in the form of Workers Nodes, the NGI
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coordinator and a research institute to provide
technological solutions necessary for the integra-
tion. In the case of Greece, from the initial steps
of the GSN, there is a successful collaboration
between GSN and GRNET, as GSN uses GR-
NET’s network for its backbone network. What
are needed to be defined, is the hierarchy and
the operational structure of all involved parties, in
order to create the expanded Grid infrastructure.

The operational structure and hierarchy will be
comprised of the following three levels (Fig. 4):

• Level 1—NGI coordinator (T1 carrier): At
the first level belongs the NGI coordinator
responsible for the supervision of the ex-
panded Grid infrastructure. In the case of
Greece, the NGI coordinator will be GRNET,
which already has under its supervision the ex-
isting HellasGrid infrastructure. The NGI co-
ordinator will implement the operational rules
and policies of the expanded National Grid
infrastructure, the standards to be used, the
service level agreements and will also check
the correct operation of the infrastructure as a
whole. The NGI coordinator will be in direct
collaboration with the administrators of the
existing Grid sites.

• Level 2—Organizations and institutes hosting
existing Grid sites (T2 carrier). At the second
level of the proposed hierarchy lie the uni-
versities and institutes that host the various
Grid sites. The administrators of these sites
will have the responsibility of the operation
and support of the basic services (Comput-
ing Elements, Storage Elements, Monitoring
Elements). Also, they will be in direct collab-

Fig. 4 Proposed operation structure and hierarchy

oration with the administrators of the compu-
tational resources providers, which will offer
computational power to the existing Grid sites
in the form of Worker Nodes.

• Level 3—Organizations/School laboratories
offering computational resources (T3 carrier).
At the third level lie the organizations/
school laboratories offering computational re-
sources. The entities of this level will have the
responsibility for the incessant operation of
their PCs and the handling of users’ problems.

According to [10], the Grid architecture is com-
prised of four levels: diverse resources, secure
access to resources and services, directory broker-
ing, diagnosis and monitoring, tools and applica-
tions. The responsibility of every involved carrier
at each level is shown in Fig. 5. T3 type carriers are
involved at the first and second level of the Grid
architecture, which contains the various diverse
resources (computers, storage media, networks
and sensors) and the secure access to resources
and services. So T3 carries will be responsible for
the incessant operation and support of the school
laboratories’ computational resources according
to the defined service level agreements. Further-
more, they will be responsible for the support of
the Internet connections of the laboratories and
the secure access to the provided computational
resources. T2 type carriers are involved to all
levels of Grid architecture. So, except from the
responsibilities of a standard T3 carrier, their re-

Diverse resources such as
computers, storage media,

networks and sensors

Secure access to resources and
services

Directory brokering, diagnostics
and monitoring

Tools and applications

T2 and T3

T2

T2

T1

T2 and T3

Fig. 5 Responsibility of the involved carriers
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sponsibility will include directory brokering, diag-
nostic and monitoring tools, and applications. Of
course, the T1 carrier will supervise and coordi-
nate the actions at all levels.

7 Estimation of the Added Computational Power

At this Section we perform an estimation of the
computational power that can be added to the
HellasGrid infrastructure from the CPU scaveng-
ing of the PCs located at the various school labo-
ratories. The number of available PCs per type of
CPU is shown in Table 3.

For demanding user applications, there is a
need of computational resources of Pentium III
technology, at least. This condition is met by
49,207 PCs spread at various school laborato-
ries. Assuming an appropriate directive/policy is
adopted for the operation of each school labora-
tory; PCs would operate 24 h a day, every day with
a satisfactory percentage of them being available
in most circumstances.

Malfunctions at the network connections
and/or the hardware/software of the PCs are
also expected, but it has to be mentioned that
the specifications of PCs lying at most school
laboratories satisfy the ability of incessant PC
operation. Nevertheless, in our computations
we must take into account the probability of
unavailability of the PCs due to connection prob-
lems, hardware/software updates and failures,
etc. According to data from the GSN users’
helpdesk service, the daily availability of school
laboratories is 99% in relation to the access net-
work. For the operational availability (hardware
and software) of the school laboratories there

Table 3 Number of
school laboratories PCs
per CPU type

CPU type Number
of PCs

AMD 546
Celeron 5,051
Pentium II 7,422
Pentium III 16,514
Pentium IV 32,693
Other type 522
Total 62,748

is no available data. Considering a pessimistic
operational availability of the school laboratories
of 50%, (in fact, this number is quite likely under
representing the availability of resources [42]) we
can obtain a pessimistic estimation of the number
of PCs available to the HellasGrid infrastructure:

(49, 207×99%)×50%=24, 357 →∼ 24, 350 PCs.

It is obvious that these systems will not be avail-
able during the hours which the laboratories are
used by the students. Excluding holidays, during
which the laboratories will be available 24 h daily,
we can assume that during workdays they will be
available about 16 h per day (two thirds of a full
duty cycle). So (24,350 × 2)/3 = 16,233 PCs of
technology Pentium III or better, are expected
to be available to complement and off-load the
existing HellasGrid infrastructure.

8 Summary and Conclusions

We presented a model for the exploitation of the
school laboratories’ personal computers and their
integration to the existing HellasGrid infrastruc-
ture, in the form of Desktop Grids. We propose
a new CPU scavenging architecture that runs be-
hind firewalls, on systems within private address
space networks and, above all, under many unex-
pected platforms and environments. This solution
is suitable for the case of school labs as it is consis-
tent with their special characteristics. We did not
address the issue at the technical level only, but at
structural and administrative level as well. Finally,
we provided estimates on the number of personal
computers that can be effectively integrated to
the existing HellasGrid infrastructure with a low
adaptation cost. Providing an infrastructure of this
scale could help significantly the research commu-
nity. Equally important, new research areas would
be opened, as Desktop Grids provide a platform
where Computer Science knowledge of multiple
sub-disciplines can be put in real-world use and
validated.
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